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U.N. APPOINTED CLIMATE SCIENCE TEAM DEMANDS THE END OF
CAPITALISM

A team of scientists appointed by the United Nations has reported that a free
market system cannot provide the economic transition required to defeat
climate change.

The real agenda for the UN and its naive followers, like the LPC, is NOT to
save the environment. It is to destroy capitalism.

Justin Trudeau, Catherine McKenna (aka Climate Barbie) and the entire
Liberal government have completely have fallen for this scam and it is
tearing Canada apart.

The Liberals need to come clean for once and tell voters what their real
intent for Canada is.

https://wattsupwiththat.com/2018/08/29/un-appointed-climate-science-team-
demands-the-end-of-capitalism/

A VIEW FROM A RETIRED CANADIAN MILITARY OFFICER

Hello Canada, the newspapers recently published an editorial that described
an open letter to Canadians outlining the benefits to Canada of Alberta's
energy resource industries. The letter was signed by the Executive Officers
of several Alberta Energy companies. I can assure Canadians, including
those who protest against pipeline construction, that the lost revenue to
Canada equals $billions of dollars. So much for maintaining social
programs to our citizens and the current level of equalization payments (of
which Quebec currently receives some 62% of the total).

We in Alberta are tired of being ripped off by the socialist ideology
masquerading as environmentalism by Trudeau and his thugs. In fact, one
of those thugs, Green Party leader Elizabeth May, lied outright when she
"denounced the political advocacy of the oil company executives, saying they
are misleading Canadians about the climate change emergency". She went on
to say that, "for them to promote a campaign of self interest and deception is
beyond despicable". What is despicable is that people like May who feed
with greed at the taxpayer trough, can insult the integrity of the very Alberta



with greed at the taxpayer trough, can insult the integrity of the very Alberta
based corporations that provide the tax funding for Canada's social programs.
Indeed, Cenovus President Alex Pourbaix said the letter was strictly non-
partisan.

People, you have two choices in October; you can fire the Trudeau Marxists
and demand that the new government implement sound economic policies,
build the necessary pipelines to tidewater and negotiate an equitable
equalization program to re-unite Canada, or you must be prepared for the
challenge of Alberta separation from what once was my Canada. It is as
simple as that!

https://business.financialpost.com/commodities/energy/borderline-
treasonous-oil-executives-sound-alarm-as-foreign-investors-flee

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: In my 30 years plus living in Canada, I am shocked at the
pure apathy and complete disconnect of our citizens, whether they were born
here or not. Life is so good here that the average Canadian does not care what
this nation is facing, be it the complete destruction of its vital industries or
simply flying the Canadian Flag on Canada day. I have traveled widely in the
USA and have always encountered the average citizen [any race] on the streets
proud of their FLAG, their armed Forces and the country at large. Sorry to say
these sentiments are absent in Canada. You may not agree with me but these
are my observations. The people of this great country must get up from their
comfortable life here and be ready to fight for the well being of CANADA, its
Armed Forces and land.

2. From a Reader: In the past 3 years or so I have asked at least a hundred
people to guesstimate the amount of CO2 in our atmosphere. 
I would say that well over 90% say it is more than 2% ( mostly 5 -50%) 
Only about 5% get close to reality .... which is 1/25th of 1%. It is almost
impossible that such a tiny amount of gas like CO2 could have any
"significant" affect on our weather or our climate. I often hear opponents of
catastrophic climate change on TV but not one of them has ever adduced this
fact to support their opposition to the idea. NOT ONE. Just yesterday I asked
two people ... both of well above average intelligence ... and generally in tune
with the news world. One guessed 72% and the other 25%. As long as the
general public believes such outrageous numbers their minds are open to the



general public believes such outrageous numbers their minds are open to the
catastrophic climate change concept. 
MY SUGGESTION ... is that we promote this simple fact (1/25th of 1%) to
any and to all. .....whenever the opportunity arises.

3. From a Reader (in Winnipeg): Fear mongering plays a crucial role in the
carbon scam. People are less inclined to question, investigate or research
what they are told if they fear potential extinction. We have a generation of
school children who are convinced we are living on a knife-edge and wonder
why they have high rates of depression and suicide. Huge numbers of adults
have bought into the doomsday scenarios. If we don’t stop global warming we
are all going to die! Like others, I am baffled by educated and otherwise
sensible people who are willfully blind to the possibility that global warming
alarmists could be wrong.

4. From a Reader: One week JT travels to the USA to ask Trump’s help re our
problem with China. The next week, JT is commenting publicly on an internal
US issue that does not concern Canada. Why annoy, aggravate or alienate the
US President? This is beyond comprehension. “Silence is Diplomatic Wisdom”.

5. From a Reader: Now Albertans can hang the Canadian flag upside down -
in distress. The Liberals plan, if you call it that, is starting to come into light.
First the complete shut down of capitalism in the west to take away POWER
"Cause thats what it is all about". Second to have the population totally rely on
the government for everything. This way if the provinces don't behave the
Federal government can punish them. Right now Alberta, Saskatchewan. Third
take away the guns, might be fear mongering but sure looks that way. Fourth
flood voter base with immigrants who will live on government assistance
increasing voter base for the Liberals basically ensuring Liberals in power for
ever. Fifth the control of social media, free speech. We are inching closer and
closer to socialist dictatorship. It may sound extreme but if you do your
research you will see the subtle changes the Liberal government makes to bills
and laws. Problem is we are all so worried about our future most of this goes
unnoticed.

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.



1. REX MURPHY: THERE'S NO HYPOCRITE LIKE A RICH, JET-SETTING
ANTI-GLOBAL-WARMING ONE 
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/rex-murphy-theres-no-hypocrite-like-a-rich-
jet-setting-anti-global-warming-one

2. DR. PATRICK MOORE TEARS APART GREEN NEW DEAL! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JYQ6eZDXXRE&fbclid=IwAR0a5VhoPoXxzckDvsGeXw70zzXjCYWzSrlMCyS
9cwT-v8cTPa-UUJvlvl4

3. MORE THAN 1/2 OF QUEBECERS DON'T WANT TMX PIPELINE
EXPANDED: POLL 
https://edmontonjournal.com/news/quebec/poll-most-quebecers-dont-want-
to-see-the-trans-mountain-pipeline-expand/wcm/4636d36b-69d0-48d0-8db6-
6588ae58e752?
fbclid=IwAR3KAM3OgTBAhfxi_Nn2Bu4gZOURKlJne2ORibbNv20x5cizuh0Ios
m9Xt4

4. THE SCANDAL THAT COST JUSTIN TRUDEAU HIS ROCK-STAR
STATUS! 
https://www.msn.com/en-ca/news/canada/the-scandal-that-cost-justin-
trudeau-his-rock-star-popularity/ar-AAFeZsy?fbclid=IwAR2AS-
Cy9g0zvOdlNsrrzne5J0Jg5X54gieByJjWQ6YFEqiJUNiMG7PFRxE

5. LILLEY: TRUDEAU'S TEAM STILL BLAMES INDIAN GOVERNMENT FOR
DISASTROUS 2018 TRIP 
https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/lilley-trudeaus-team-still-blames-
indian-government-for-disastrous-2018-trip?
fbclid=IwAR1_wd7EQ6FjfDI72cyQ5EIdqy0uA8lHl77pvM0mdXPf2Tf5bAHTEAd
y6cI

ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current



Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C. 
Calgary, Alberta 
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson 
Calgary, Alberta 
kenfwilson@icloud.com

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!.

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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